Southwest Minnesota Area Coordinated Entry System Flowchart

HOMELESS OR FACING IMMINENT HOMELESSNESS

INTAKE

- DV Agency for your County
- LSS Youth Programs (in their service area)
- Community Action

Diversion
Self-Resolution
Prevention: FHPAP, EA, etc.

SHELTER:
MAM, HOMES, Family Promise, OIF, Refuge, Hotel Voucher Programs, Sioux Falls, St. Cloud and Mankato Shelters
Check Veterans in SQUARES & refer to CVSO/MACV
Info given about ACES, HRAs PH & Sec 8, subsidized housing, Mainstream Benefits, SOAR &

Wants TH, RRH or PSH

ASSESSMENT @ CAP, or LSS
Interested in ACES (TH, RRH or PSH)?
VI-SPDAT Scheduled / Administered / Entered in HMIS
Placement on ACES Priority List with VI-SPDAT score, preferences, eligibility, and previous client program involvements.

Weekly review of list and vacancies. Referrals considered based on clients VI-SPDAT score, preferences, and program eligibility.

Placement in TH, RRH, or PSH based on mutual agreement 😊
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